
Blackstone-Millville Support Personnel Survey
Type: Standard Report

Date: 6/01/2017
Time Zone in which Dates/Times Appear: (UTC-05:00) 

Eastern Time (US & Canada)
Total number of responses collected: 57



What is your position?
(Respondents could only choose a single response)



2. How many years, including this year, have you been working at Blackstone-
Millville Regional School District?
(Respondents could only choose a single response)



3. Do you carry insurance through school?
(Respondents could only choose a single response)



4. If yes, did you receive a deductible reimbursement?
(Respondents could only choose a single response)



5. How important is this benefit to you?
(Respondents could only choose a single response



6. What major expenses did you have?* Examples: ER broken bone-child, MRI, blood work, CAT scan, biopsy for 
cancer screening *We are not looking to intrude on privacy, but to show that true, unexpected illnesses and 
injuries occur, and that this is a valued benefit for our group.

Response

Cat scans , ER, hospitalization

Cat scan

NA

MRI, blood work

Severe fall, cracked ribs, fluid around lungs, ruptured spleen/husband

Chiropractor

All co pays

ear,

ER Broken bone child, boost for cancer screening

ER, CT scans,  hospitalization

This year was a heathy year so I didn't use my medical insurance expect 
yearly exams for both of us. No children on the plan

Broken bone

ER, CT scans,  hospitalization

One of my children is a type 1 diabetic. We have 4-5 appointments a year 
where the blood work can cost up too $250. This is not part of our 
deductible however being able to get some of the money back through the 
deductible reimbursement helps to negate r
blood/urin work    xrays P.T.     lung test        nucular stress test       sleep 
apena test

cancer biopsy screen, MRI head,

broken boneS



6. What major expenses did you have?* Examples: ER broken bone-child, MRI, blood work, CAT scan, biopsy for 
cancer screening *We are not looking to intrude on privacy, but to show that true, unexpected illnesses and 
injuries occur, and that this is a valued benefit for our group.

husband had a pet scan 3 surgeries

Disabled husband with diabetes

I have met my own deductible of $300.00 for my c-pap machine the 
equipment for breathing when I sleep  my husband has to have 
blood work done an expense out of pocket cause he had to change 
the
Continue my husband changed three medications so has to have 
blood work done in 6 weeks  to make sure his potassium levels are 
ok my oldest daughter has back issues so every year has to have an 
MRI taken  my youngest has IBS lots of tests and medicine

fell broken bone

biopsy, MRI, copays

Office visits and bloodwork

Blood work, MRI



7. How much did the raise in co-pays affect you?
(Respondents could only choose a single response)



8. How important is increasing longevity pay?
(Respondents could only choose a single response)



9. Would you be interested in after school programs for a stipend?
(Respondents could only choose a single response)



10. Do you think a 2%-3% raise would benefit you less than other categories of 
benefits?
(Respondents could only choose a single response)



11. Do you work a second job?
(Respondents could only choose a single response)



12. How many hours per week?
(Respondents could only choose a single response



13. Would you rather have two less sick days and two more personal 
days?**Switching the buckets but not increasing total number of benefited days
(Respondents could only choose a single response)



14. Do you feel Administration listens to your concerns?
(Respondents could only choose a single response)



15. Are you willing / able to meet with co-workers to establish changes in language 
of the contract that might benefit you?
(Respondents could only choose a single response



16. Would you prefer a two year contract?
(Respondents could only choose a single response)



17. Would you prefer a three year contract?
(Respondents could only choose a single response)



18. Have you looked at contract in the last year?
(Respondents could only choose a single response)



19. If yes, did it resolve your questions?
(Respondents could only choose a single response)



20. Have you looked at our website? Link: http://bmrsp.massteacher.org
(Respondents could only choose a single response)



21. Do you know who your building rep is?
(Respondents could only choose a single response)



Comments & Concerns

Response 

I believe the longevity should be a separate check from your pay check.  
I believe the head cooks should be considered managers since everything they do is in a manager 

position without the title and pay.   
 

I would much rather have the increase in Personal time! 

The secretaries and custodians only work until noon during the summer months but get paid until 4. I 

believe that the paraprofessionals should be compensated with $ or paid time off to equal the same 

amount of $ or hours. 

I am the groundskeeper.more steps.8 hour work day 

Although Library Paras currently have prep it is not in our contract.  I would like to see preps added to 
our contract. 

Library paras must have a prep period. 

Would like a step increase verses higher % raise 

Look into raising the differential rate 

It would be great for Allen to have a meeting with us after we put our concerns in writing.  We should 
all be placed where our expertise are.   When Allen did talk with us on individual basis he did not follow 

through on our thoughts.  Also the hand book is written so vague they can get away with anything! 

bereavement days equal to teachers, compensation for para and cafe to equal early out over 

summer(apx. $400) , step increase, reimbursement for courses and PD days that count toward salary 

increase, sub contract rates posted, internal application just letter of intent no need for resume etc. 

Optional PD days. 

 



Comments & Concerns

I do not think a 3 % increase would take care of the NEW copays. The insurance wasnt well looked 

into.  We need the WHOLE body to vote on the changes for ins.  We also need MORE steps. We need 
the ins reimbursement AND a 3 plus increase in pay . Teachers did well without  the reimbursement TY 

Finding a way to make Allen understand that we are like dogs chasing our tales - no matter what we 

do we're still going to lose. Every year the insurance goes up and sucks up the small raise we do get 
and if he gets rid of the reimbursement we're getting strangled with the high co-payments both dr. and 

scripts. The majority of us work just to pay for the insurance. 

Change in Steps 

Language 
 

I would like to see some sort of change in the steps and like the teachers no less than a 3% increase - 
thank you 

Stipend cap is $3.00 I would like to see that raised. Those people that go out of their way to better 

themselves in certain areas should be compensated.  
 

 Administration listens to your concerns...I think they hear us but no acknowledgement. 

Seeing how you are going hand pick who you want on team here is list of things I would like to see 
changed.  

Compensation for custodians who have to work snow days while other 12 month employees  are given 
extra vacation days (by not having to report to work )when school is canceled. 

Change Head custodian title to Building Facility Manager ( seems like everyone's titles are changing).  
 Increase head custodian stipend from .65 cents an hour to 1.00 an hour.  That has not changed since 

introduced in early 1980. But all other stipends have.  

Uniforms or at least t shirts for custodians. The kitchen staff gets aprons and new t shirts every year.   
If I think of anything else I will be sure to let you know.   

Oh and if we are going to have a contract or a UNION  The contract must have to be followed by 
everyone.  You know what I'm talking about.  Put in the contract language that all new employees 

regarding what if any experience must and shall start at step one including all benefits no matter the 

title or experience.  
 This is what WE are paying union dues for after all. 

I believe we should not be in the same year as the teachers for negotiations. They have two more 
years to go before they have to start again so we should do a two year contract . 

 



Comments & Concerns

insURANCE is a large part OF THIS SURVEY. 

12 month pay 

setting rate for summer program 

course credit limit increased as well as classes offered to staff. 

1. 2 year vs. 3 year contracts - research has shown that 3 - 5 year contracts are more beneficial to 
employees and are preferred  by most Unions. 

2. Health Care is an option that needs to stay in case my spouse is no longer working 

3. Seniority counts very little in this District to remove it would cause animosity and frustration for 
those who have finally been given that mantel.  

4. We should eliminate the language regarding Sick/Personal time and use them as one. Those are our 
days on the books each year. The District does not compensate us lucratively enough to justify not 

using them each year. 
5. Support Staff should be given the option for Pd points or pay for Professional Development Day 

Training/Re certification.  

                                     A. encourages training 
                                     B. encourages attendance 

                                     C. benefits both District/staff 
6. Establish career path training - (ie.  para to teacher,  cafeteria worker to para) through re - 

embursement courses, increase pay stipends 

increase steps 

 Valid Responses 23 

 Total Responses 57 

 


